members very very proud of this exhibit

this is the coat worn by Yuri Gagarin
during the parade after his spaceflight

he visited 27 countries of the world and

we're going to celebrate his 100th anniversary in January so could you

please sign here

and Korolev as well

okay

International Space Station expedition

50 flight engineer and commander of

Space Station expedition 51 NASA

astronaut Peggy Whitson here at red square and the kremlin how does it feel
to be back here after an absence of more than eight years as you prepare for your mission especially because this signifies we're at the end of our training pool and that we are headed to Baikonur soon you are at the end of your training flow your final exams are over you finally have a chance to relax a little bit in Russia before you do head down to Baikonur for your mission in a few weeks what are your plans to rest and relaxed while you're here in Russia before you do head down for your launch
well actually I'm going to relax a little bit I'm gonna cook the last few meals that I have control over cooking and I have to pack all my bags we have to pack a ballistic vinegar phenomenal returns bag I beg to go to Baikonur and the bank that comes back home with my husband so I'm doing a lot of packing in the next few days too how can your friends and fans here on earth stay in touch with you as you prepare for your mission and during your mission itself on social media we've got
three different social media sites we're using tumblr Twitter and Facebook so any

of those at Mastro's Peggy on any of those will work to see and follow not only during the mission but also you can look back and read about the stories of all the people who have helped during the training